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INTRODUCTION

Business Writing and 
the Small Business

Owning a small business represents one of the most potentially exciting and 
rewarding opportunities open to American entrepreneurs: the chance to realize 
the American dream. If you own a small business, you can be your own boss, 
make your own profits, and succeed or fail on your own.

Unfortunately, owning a small business can also be one of the most 
challenging and frustrating tasks anyone can face. Competition is fierce, and 
resources are scarce. Not only must small-business entrepreneurs compete 
against larger corporations in their field, but they must also battle other small 
businesses for the same clients and markets. What’s more, small-businesspeople 
must “go it alone,” seldom able to rely on anyone but themselves for help.

The
Importance of 
Writing

A Tailored 
Approach

In today’s rough-and-tumble world, small-business people enter the fray at 
a definite disadvantage. And despite popular Horatio Alger portrayals, the 
prospects for success are hardly encouraging: most new small businesses fail 
within one year. Therefore, any advantage the small-business professional can 
gain over his or her competition can mean the difference between winning or 
losing the client or the sale. Ultimately, the effects can be as stark as the difference 
between prosperity and bankruptcy.

Clear, concise, and effective writing can help make that difference.
In our information-oriented business world, writing is rapidly becoming the 

primary means by which businesses communicate with their clients and employ
ees. And no matter what size of business you own, good business writing is 
essential for starting and maintaining good business/client and management/ 
employee relationships. In a fast-paced, impersonal business environment, 
effective writing promotes the trust, goodwill, and most important, understand
ing that a phone call and a handshake once did.

Several books on the market today offer valuable academic information 
about business writing. In fact, their titles will appear at the end of each chapter 
so you can take advantage of what other authors have to offer. Most of these
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Preview

Special Thanks

books, however, are written for college writing students or corporate writing 
professionals. Few of them consider your unique small-business needs.

I’ve purposely tailored my approach to meet those needs by designing a 
concise and practical guide to writing effective business prose. For instance, in 
addition to discussing general topics like how to write proposals, I also provide 
information about business plans, marketing plans, and loan proposals—specific 
types of writing every small-business professional needs to know how to do.
Moreover, I demonstrate how to write these documents by using practical 
examples drawn directly from the small-business environment.

This book contains two main parts. Chapters 1-3 (printed in this volume) 
discuss general issues in business writing: Chapter 1 summarizes the elements of 
good writing; Chapter 2 examines how to plan your document; and Chapter 3 
discusses techniques for drafting, revising, and editing your writing. This third 
chapter also discusses the importance of computerized writing aids like word 
processors, desktop publishing software, and computerized style checkers.

Chapters 4-6 (to be added later for commercial publication) will provide 
detailed explanations of how to write three very important types of documents.
Chapter 4 will explain techniques for writing effective business letters; Chapter 
5 will examine the structure and content of proposals, including business plans, 
marketing plans, and loan proposals; Chapter 6 will present a variety of report 
formats. The commercial volume will also conclude with an annotated bibliog
raphy providing other business publications you might find of interest.

I would like to thank a number of people for helping me write this book. 
Interestingly, some of them don’t even realize they've contributed.

As readers for my Carroll College honors thesis (the initial excuse for this 
effort), Ann Bertagnolli, Brent Northup, and Ron Stottlemyer have given me 
invaluable assistance through their suggestions and edits. Likewise, Joan 
Stottlemyer has kept me grammatically and stylistically honest to a fault. But I'm 
sorry, Joan, sometimes you just have to mix first, second, and third person in the 
same paragraph.

In addition, I would like to thank everyone at the Montana Small 
Business Development Center (SBDC) in Helena. Without the experience 
I gained working with you all, I wouldn’t have been able to complete this ♦
effort. In particular, I want to acknowledge Dave Elenbaas, Delrene 
Rasmussen, Gary Faulkner, and Gary Mariegard. I hope that after working with 
me you’ve all come to realize that there are no stupid questions, only annoying 
ones from inexpert interns.

Most important of all, I want to thank Anna Goldhahn. Her edits and 
suggestions have been extremely helpful. Many times, I just needed someone to
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offer comments or to see if a paragraph made sense. She was always there. Of 
even more value, however, was her borderline angelic willingness to put up with 
my constant complaining. Whenever this project seemed impossible, she helped 
me put everything into perspective so I could go on.

Thank you all.

Cory Wagner
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CHAPTER ONE

Elements of Good 
Business Writing

As the title of this book indicates, business writing is functional prose. It’s 
main goal isn’t to entertain, but to achieve some specific purpose—namely 
informing or persuading an audience.

However, business writing can’t achieve any purpose if it can’t capture and 
hold a reader’s attention. That’s why you need to make your business writing 
good business writing. Such prose has seven main characteristics:

■ Clarity
■ Coherence
■ Conciseness
■ Comprehensiveness
■ Correctness
■ Courtesy
■ Accessibility

Clarity Above all else, good writing should be easy to read and understand. In fact,
if your writing is clear, an average reader should be able to understand your 
message after reading it just once. True, that reader won’t necessarily memorize 
your document, and he or she might have to refer to certain facts or explanations 
later. However, on the initial reading, your reader shouldn’t stumble over words 
or have to re-read a sentence just to understand your ideas. Moreover, clear 
writing should communicate the message you intend, and only the message you 
intend; it should leave no doubt as to your message. Though a cliche, the old adage 
applies here: say what you mean, and mean what you say.

Coherence Good writing is clear not only from sentence to sentence, but it also ‘ ‘hangs
together’ ’ as a document. In other words, your reader should be able to understand 
the structure and organization of your document as a whole. Just as a sentence 
isn’t a random collection of words thrown together in any order, a paragraph isn ’ t 
just a bunch of haphazardly connected sentences. Throughout your document, 
every sentence, paragraph, and idea should relate logically to every other
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sentence, paragraph, and idea; the relationship between all these individual parts 
of the whole should be readily apparent.

To provide coherence, use transitions that “link” individual sentences, 
paragraphs, and ideas. In a sense, these transitions tell your reader where you’ve 
been, where you’re heading, and how you’re going to get there. By understanding 
this simple “road map,” the reader will be more likely to see how the individual 
ideas relate to one another. As experienced public speakers put it, “Tell them 
what you’re going to say, say it, and then tell them you said it.”

Conciseness Good writing communicates its message completely in as few words as
possible. With business writing in particular, people have neither the time nor the 
inclination to read on for pages; after all, time is money. Therefore, your message 
should get to the point quickly. Eliminate unnecessary words, phrases, and 
information. If you can make your point in 75 words, don’t use 100.

r
Know Your Enemy...

The real enemy of conciseness, however, isn't the individual word 
or phrase. Rather, it is the wrong assumption that long docu
ments are better than short ones. We pick up this idea in school 
where our assignments are required to be "at least" 1000 words 
or 10 pages or some other length. Rarely, if ever, do we hear that 
an assignment must be no longer than three pages. So we think, 
mistakenly, that readers like long documents. They don't. Just 
like you, they prefer short ones.

From Michael Market’s Business Writing Essentials, pp. 5-6.

Comprehensiveness in a few words, however, your writing also has to provide a reader with all 
the important information he or she needs. So put yourself in your reader’s 
position. Don’t assume that just because you understand what you’re saying, he 
or she will, too. Remember: effective writing never raises more questions than 
it answers. Therefore, like a good journalist, try to tell your reader who, what, 
when, where, why, and how. Use your judgement to decide what’s important.

Correctness Good writing should be precise and accurate, giving ample attention to
details. Don’tbe sloppy; it’ll show. First of all, make sure your writing isfactually 
correct. If you’re writing a letter to the loan officer at your bank, verify that her 
name is Jane Smith and not Jane Doe. But inaccuracy can be more than just 
embarrassing; it can be expensive. Typographically, the difference between
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Courtesy

Accessibility

For Further 
Reference

$2,000 and $200,000 is barely noticeable. Monetarily, it’s more than many small 
businesses gross in a year.

Just as important, though, your writing should be grammatically and 
mechanically correct. Your reader will have a hard time finding your message 
credible-or understandable-if you misspell every other word and punctuate 
improperly. Proofread and check your facts. Revision is well worth the time and 
effort.

Impressions are important. Back in the ‘‘good old days,” you often made 
your first impression in person. More often today, your only contact with a client 
or supplier is in writing. Consequently, your writing should make the best 
impression possible.

But just how do you make a good impression in writing? The same way you 
do in person. Be polite and follow the Golden Rule: write to others as you would 
have others write to you. In many cases, the tone of your message is as important 
as the text of the message itself.

Good writing should meet its readers’ needs. However, not all readers want 
or need the same information. Therefore, you should construct your document 
so a wide range of individual readers can quickly and easily find the specific 
information they need. Headings, lists, summaries, and tables of contents are only 
a few of the devices you can use to make your reader’s task easier.

The next few chapters explain in detail how you can integrate these 
characteristics into your own business writing.

If you plan to do any writing at all, make sure you have a good dictionary 
and thesaurus nearby at all times. In addition, buy a copy of William Strunk and 
E.B. White’s classic The Elements of Style. You can often find it packaged with 
two other very good (and inexpensive) books from Macmillan: Margaret 
Shertzer’s The Elements of Grammar and Arthur Plotnik’s The Elements of 
Editing.

You’ll also want to get the current edition of Harcourt Brace Jovanovich’s 
Hodges ’ Harbrace College Handbook. The editors vary from edition to edition, 
but Harbrace is—and has long been—the best source for everything you need to 
know about mechanics and usage. But if Harbrace doesn ’ t fully meet your needs, 
you might also pick up the University of Chicago Press’s rather high-priced 
Chicago Manual of Style.
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CHAPTERTWO

Planning
e

According to the Scottish poet Robert Bums, the best-laid plans of mice and 
men often go awry. That might be true. However, un-laid plans almost always 
go awry.

In other words, a little good planning never hurt anyone, and it’s absolutely 
essential to effective business writing.

Planning your document involves four closely related tasks:

1. Stating your purpose
2. Analyzing your audience
3. Researching your topic
4. Organizing your ideas

Stating Your Purpose
As noted in Chapter One, business writing isfunctional prose. It has specific, 

useful purposes. Therefore, the first thing you need to decide before putting pen 
to paper is what specific, useful purpose you want your writing to fulfill. Ask 
yourself some questions:

■ What message am I trying to communicate?
■ What do I want my reader to know after reading my document?
■ What do I want my reader to do after reading my document?

Common As these questions indicate, generally you will be trying to inform, persuade,
• Purposes Orboth.

■ You might be trying to provide information and/or clarify a 
concept. Reports, letters, and memos frequently serve such 
functions.
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■ You might be attempting to sell (or buy) a product, service, 
or idea. If so, you will probably be writing a sales letter, pur
chase letter, or a proposal.

■ You might be working to resolve a problem or improve a 
situation. Complaint letters, adjustment letters, and proposals 
are common vehicles for doing so.

9
In all likelihood, you will be attempting several of these tasks in the same 

document. What’s more, amidst all these efforts, you will be working to create 
and maintain goodwill.

Specific Once you know what you want your document to do, state that specific
Purposes purpose in a complete sentence. Use action words like inform, describe, explain,

clarify, interpret, analyze, persuade, and convince. You might use more than one
in the same sentence.

If you find that your 
writing isn’t meeting 
the purpose you’ve set, 
you have two choices: 
revise your writing or 
revise your purpose 
statement Either op
tion is acceptable. 
However, if you revise 
your purpose state
ment, make sure the 
new purpose explains 
what you actually want 
and need to do.

I want to inform my reader about a possible 
new market.

I want to analyze last year's sales figures.

I want to explain our product's advantages 
and convince my reader to buy it.

Keep this purpose statement nearby as you work on your document, using 
it as a plan to guide your writing. Refer to it periodically-and when you’ve 
finished writing—to see if what you’ve written does what it’s supposed to.

Analyzing Your Audience
Once you’ve decided on a specific purpose for your document, don’t forget 

other general purposes your writing must also fulfill. It must meet your reader’s 
needs, as well as capture and hold that reader’s attention.

Name Naming your reader is the first step toward meeting his or her needs. Toward 
whom are you directing your efforts? After all, you must be writing to someone. 
If you’re explaining, you’re explaining to someone. If you’re interpreting, you’re
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Your document can— 
and often will—have 
more than one reader. 
To start out, just name 
theoneortwo primary 
readers. However, 
keep other possible 
readers in mind as you 
plan.

Characteristics

interpretingybr someone. If you’re persuading, you’re persuading someone. A 
well-thought-out purpose statement makes naming your audience fairly simple. 
In fact, the process is often as easy as asking a question like, “Whom am I 
convincing?” or “To whom am I addressing the letter?”

Once you’ve named your audience, modify your purpose statement to 
include the person to whom you're writing.

I want to inform Mr. Jones about a possible 
new market.

I want to analyze last year's sales figures 
for Barb.

I want to explain our product's advantages to 
Bill Smith and convince him to buy it.

Does all of this seem a little obvious?
It is.
However, all too often, even accomplished writers lose sight of the impor

tance of audience analysis. But it’s easy to understand why.
We write because we have to.
In school, we write papers to get a grade. We seldom care who will be reading 

the paper. Similarly, in business we write to get paid. Unfortunately, when there’s 
money at stake, we often don’t consider the reader any more.

Though analyzing your audience might seem extremely simple, it’s much 
more complex—and much more important—than simply naming your audience. 
You also have to know something about that audience’s characteristics.

Perhaps the most dangerous tendency in writing is egocentrism. Quite 
frequently, we wrongly assume that our reader is “just like us,” possessing the 
same background, interests, knowledge, and information we have. That’s seldom 
the case.

But instead of throwing up your hands, screaming vive la difference, and 
writing to please yourself, figure out what characteristics your audience does 
possess. The following categories might help you:

■ Job title and duties. Granted, job titles often seem more cryptic 
than informative. (Exactly what is a “fulfillment coordinator” 
or an “organizational management specialist”?) Still, it’s fairly 
easy to figure out what a sales representative is. And if you can
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In many cases, you 
won't be able to con
struct a full "profile" 
of your reader. How
ever, the more infor- 
m ation you have about 
him or her, the more 
effective your docu
ment will be.

get a list of that person’s duties, you will have an even better 
idea of what he or she does (and knows).

■ Past work experience. But don’t stop once you know what a 
person does now. Nowadays, people switch jobs like they switch 
cars. Just because Stephanie Johnson is currently the bank’s loan 
officer don’t forget that she spent five years as a marketing 
representative for a pharmaceutical firm.

■ Education. Knowing that someone has a bachelor’s degree 
doesn’t necessarily guarantee that he or she will be competent. 
However, it does tell you that person should have a certain 
informational background and general knowledge level. Find 
out what kind of education your reader has. If he or she has a 
college degree, what’s it in? You’ll probably need to explain 
marketing strategies differently depending on whether your 
reader has a degree in philosophy or one in business.

■ Demographics and Socio-economic Status. Stereotyping is 
bad. It leads to ineffective messages because it builds a fictitious 
audience. However, advertisers and market researchers have 
found that by knowing certain things like where people live, how 
much money they make, and how many kids they have, you can 
frequently tell a lot about their wants, needs, and attitudes.

Once you know these characteristics you can define your purpose even more 
precisely:

I want to inform my boss, Mr. Jones, about a
possible new market. Mr. Jones started the
company and has handled all of its marketing
and advertising for the past 20 years.

I want to analyze last year's sales figures
for Barb, who has been the company's accoun
tant for the past five years. Barb has a •
bachelor's degree in accounting and seven 
years of experience as a CPA.

I want to explain our product's advantages to
Bill Smith, a clothing retailer, and convince
him to buy it. Two stores in his area, a
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low-income section of town, were burglarized 
last week.

Predisposition

Knowledge level is en
tirely relative to the 
topic. An expert reader 
in engineering might 
be relatively unin
formed in marketing.

It’s always good to 
know if your audience 
will be hostile or recep
tive. Will you be trying 
to sell snow to an Es
kimo or sunblock to a 
fair-skinned beach 
goer? By knowing, you 
can provide the right 
information and pre
pare the necessary 
counter-arguments.

Once you understand your readers’ characteristics, you can better analyze 
their predispositions. Put more simply, you can try to predict how readers will 
receive your document and how much information they will need. Predisposition 
is based on two more easily measurable traits, knowledge level and level of 
involvement.

Knowledge Level. In his book Business Writing Essentials, Michael 
Markel distinguishes between three classes of readers, each of which possesses 
a different knowledge level. (Technical readers generally have more informa
tion than either managers or general readers. Consequently, they will need less 
general information and more specific detail. Managers and general readers, on 
the other hand, will require more background, less detail, and an easily recogniz
able “bottom line.”) However, you might find it easier simply to rate your 
reader’s knowledge level on a scale ranging from uninformed to expert. The less 
informed the reader, the more background information you will have to provide 
and the more thoroughly you will have to explain it. The more informed the reader 
is, the less background and more detail he or she will want.

Level of Involvement. If you’ve ever tried to convince a die-hard Chicago 
Bears fan that the L. A. Raiders are a better football team, you’ll understand how 
important level of involvement can be in general communication. The same holds 
true for business writing. The store manager who inherited a policy last year will 
probably be more willing to change it than the boss who formulated it when he 
started the company 15 years ago.

Level of involvement often (but by no means always) correlates closely with 
knowledge level. Generally, the lower your reader’s knowledge level, the lower 
his or her level of involvement will be. But just because the less-informed reader 
needs more background information, don’t assume he or she will be more difficult 
to convince than an expert. In many cases, you can persuade an uninformed reader 
with general background information. Expert readers, on the other hand, usually 
know enough to have a strong, factually based opinion. Therefore, convincing 
them will probably require large amounts of sound, objective, detailed informa
tion.

Once you’ve analyzed your audience’s predispositions, revise your purpose 
statement once more.

I want to inform my boss, Mr. Jones, about a 
possible new market. Mr. Jones started the 
company and has handled all of its marketing 
and advertising for the past 20 years. He
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Wants and 
Needs

knows just about everything about our market
ing strategy because he developed it.

I want to analyze last year's sales figures 
for Barb, who has been the company's accoun
tant for the past five years. Barb has a 
bachelor's degree in accounting and seven 
years of experience as a CPA. She's familiar •
with our sales activities, and she takes 
pride in getting us the biggest tax refunds 
possible.

I want to explain our product's advantages to 
Bill Smith, a clothing retailer, and convince 
him to buy it. Two stores in his area, a 
low-income section of town, were burglarized 
last week. Though I'm not sure what he knows 
about security systems, I would guess he 
knows about the burglaries and feels scared.

With all of this information in hand, you will also have a better idea of what 
your readers want and need. Just follow the logical progression of ideas.

I want to inform my boss, Mr. Jones, about a 
possible new market. Mr. Jones started the 
company and has handled all of its marketing 
and advertising for the past 20 years. He 
knows just about everything about our market
ing strategy because he developed it. I 
won't have to bore him with background about 
marketing techniques and our past efforts.
However, I will have to give him lots of in
formation about the new market opportunity.

I want to analyze last year's sales figures •
for Barb, who has been the company's accoun
tant for the past five years. Barb has a 
bachelor's degree in accounting and seven 
years of experience as a CPA. She's familiar 
with our sales activities, and she takes 
pride in getting us the biggest tax refunds
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possible. I can skim over most of the gen
eral information, but I will want to fully 
explain the large losses in the third quar
ter. By knowing the details, she might be 
able to find us a tax break.

I want to explain our product's advantages to 
Bill Smith, a clothing retailer, and convince 
him to buy it. Two stores in his area, a 
low-income section of town, were burglarized 
last week. Though I'm not sure what he knows 
about security systems, I would guess he 
knows about the burglaries and feels scared. 
He probably wants some way to protect his 
store, and our security system would meet his 
needs. Therefore, I should stress how effec
tive the product is. However, I must also be 
careful not to seem like a vulture preying on 
his fear.

Once you know what kind of information your reader needs, figure out what 
specific facts you will need to provide in the document. On a blank sheet of paper 
(or a blank computer screen), do some brainstorming: jot down all of the idea 
and facts you think might be relevant to meeting your purpose and serving your 
reader’sneeds. Fornow, don’t eliminate any ideas; just get them all down. You’ll 
use them later for locating additional information and for organizing your 
document.

Tone Meeting your reader’s needs is crucial. Therefore, use the information you
have about your audience’s characteristics to tailor not only your message, but 
also the way you write it. Be very conscious of what tone you project to your 
audience. For instance, in the third example above, the final sentence is very 
important. Moreover, slight differences in how you arrange words or punctuate 
a sentence can hold as much meaning as the words themselves:

Please send the delayed shipment immediately. 
Please, send the delayed shipment immediately.

Most people think of tone in terms of varying degrees of formality. For 
instance, a letter to Bob, your friend who handles the company’s books, will have 
a much different tone (or level of formality) than one to James Smith, the loan
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officer at your bank. In essence, then, the question of tone is one of relationships: 
what is your relationship to your reader and how should you ‘ ‘talk’ ’ to that person.

However, no matter what you write or to whom you write it, adopt a 
“reader-centered” or “you” attitude. From the information you have about 
your readers, figure out what you can do for them. Don’t fall in to the destructive 
mindset that you ’ re trying to manipulate your readers into doing something solely 
for your benefit. You’re not. Even if your purpose is to get them to buy something 
or to correct a problem, you’re conducting a transaction: you give your reader •
something (usually information), and perhaps that reader will give you something 
back (attention and, if you’re lucky, what you want).

In other words, follow the Golden Rule: write to others as you would have 
others write to you—with courtesy and respect. Try to be positive. Even if you 
are writing a complaint letter to a supplier who completely botched your last 
shipment, give him or her the benefit of the doubt. Everyone makes mistakes.
And even though you might want to strangle the person responsible, don’t let 
those feelings show in your writing. After all, your ultimate goal (in most cases) 
isn’t to exact revenge, but to find some way to correct or improve the situation.
You can do neither if you seem so angry and unreasonable that your reader can’t 
or won’t deal with you.

Researching Your Topic
The most important 
research you can do is 
finding out about 
whom you’re writing 
to. Ask around, make a 
few phone calls. Try to 
get information about 
asmany characteristics 
as you can.

Company
Records

Periodicals

A common denominator for all business writing—letters, proposals, reports, 
and so on-is information. Consequently, research is a very important part of your 
planning.

Once you decide what information your reader needs, you have to find it. For 
many documents, you won’t need to do much research; the information you need 
will already be in your head, on your brainstorming list, or on your desk. 
However, when you do need additional background or specialized information, 
you can save a lot of time and energy by knowing where to look.

If the information you need is not in your head or on your desk, check the 
filing cabinet. In many cases, the information you need to write your report on >
a topic like last year’s sales is in easily accessible records.

Frequently the idea for a proposal or report will come from something 
you’ve read. Therefore, it makes sense to consult magazines, newspapers, and 
trade publications for details you can include in your document. These sources
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Co-Workers 
and other 
Professionals

Other
Businesses

Government
Agencies

Small Business
Development
Centers
Montana’s SBDC net
work is a cooperative 
effort between the SB A 
and the Montana De
partment of Com
merce.

provide current information on trends, products and services, and a host of other 
issues directly related to your business.

The old saying, “It’s not what you know but who you know’ ’ holds true for 
research as well. If you don’t know the answer to a question, ask somebody who 
does. This request might be as simple as asking a co-worker how the business 
records its inventory. Then again, it might involve contacting an “expert’’ to 
learn about the implications of a new federal tax provision. Colleges and 
universities are two of the richest and most commonly overlooked sources of 
expert information. Most instructors will gladly answer your questions relating 
to their fields of expertise. After all, providing information is their business. It’s 
also good public relations for their school.

Granted, your biggest competitor probably won’t open up her books just so 
you can browse for ideas for your analytical report on how to improve sales. 
However, if you hear (or read) about a small business somewhere that’s doing 
something right, write a letter. If you’re not a competitor, many companies will 
gladly share their marketing strategies, inventory procedures, or management 
policies with you. They will probably be flattered that you asked. In addition, 
don’t forget the usefulness of promotional literature. Companies are more than 
willing to answer questions about their products. A request for information 
signals a possible customer.

Many people make fun of bureaucrats. However, local, state, and federal 
government agencies employ some of the most qualified experts in a wide variety 
of specialized fields. So put your tax dollars to work-call a bureaucrat and ask 
your questions. Government agencies also compile a mind-boggling amount of 
statistical data, much of which is public information. In addition, many of these 
agencies produce some fairly informative publications on topics ranging from 
business licensing to financing to marketing. In fact, the U.S. Small Business 
Administration (SBA) is probably one of the nation’s largest publishers of 
business-related publications, many of which are free.

One of the most valuable and least-known informational resources available 
to small businesses is the national network of Small Business Development 
Centers (SBDC). Operating as cooperative efforts between the U.S. Small 
Business Administration (SBA) and colleges and universities, these SBDCs 
provide free counseling, training, information, and technical assistance to all 
kinds of small businesses. The centers, which are staffed by business profession
als from fields like finance, marketing, and management, also maintain contacts

CORETTE LIBRARY 
carrdi i noiLEGF.
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with specialized technical-assistance providers who can answer clients’ more 
difficult questions. Many SBDCs have their own business libraries and comput
erized database systems. In addition, the SBDCs produce some of the best (and 
least expensive) business-related publications available anywhere.

Libraries

If you use somebody 
else’s words or ideas in 
your document, give 
that person credit. 
Doing so makes your 
document more cred
ible, and it helps you 
avoid plagiarism.

If all else fails, go to the library. It’s a wonderful place with extremely 
helpful people. Strangely, though, many people rank librarians right up there with 
dentists on their lists of favorite people. However, most reference librarians are 
pleasant, knowledgeable research gurus who live for challenging questions. If 
you have a fairly simple question (What were the unemployment rates for 
California and Arizona in 1989?), call the reference librarian at your local college 
or public library. He or she will take your name and phone number and get back 
to you with an answer as soon as possible. If you need to do detailed research, 
don’t hesitate to ask for help in planning your search and finding materials. 
Reference librarians will often dig up valuable information sources you had no 
idea even existed. What’s more, today’s libraries are computerized research 
Meccas with access to the most sophisticated information-retrieval systems 
available. If they don’t have it, they can get it.

Organizing Your Ideas
Once you’ve stated your purpose, analyzed your audience, and researched 

your topic, the only step left before you begin writing the document is organizing 
your ideas.

Unfortunately, this can often be the most difficult task of all.
You see, there really is no rule for how to organize business documents in 

general. Each specific type of document-report, proposal, as well as each type 
of letter—has its own structure and content (see chapters four, five, and six). 
Generally, however, organizational patterns logically fall into the following 
groups:

■ Problem-Cause-Solution or Problem-Methods-Solution (Causal)
■ Past-Present-Future (Chronological) •
■ Above-Below-Beside (Spatial)
■ General-to-Specific (Funnel)

Outlining No matter what specific organizational format you use, you need to group 
relatedfacts and ideas together. Generally, this process is known as outlining.
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From the beginning of the planning process, you construct a mental outline: 
you decide what facts you need and how the ideas relate. As you work, you add 
ideas and modify your outline. Eventually, often after you’ve brainstormed, you 
arrange these elements on paper. Consider my initial ideas for the previous 
section on audience analysis:

■ tailor your message to specific needs of audi
ence

■ audience internal or external
■ you really need to know your audience
■ audience analysis conplex and extremely impor

tant
■ relationship to your audience
■ what do you want reader to know after reading
■ characteristics your audience possesses
■ what you can do for your audience
■ message
■ what do you want them to do after reading
■ tone
■ reader-centered attitude
■ people write without regard for who will be 

reading
■ toward whom are you directing efforts

From that list, I grouped related ideas, added information, and deleted 
unimportant facts:

■ Name your audience.
■ Toward whom are you directing your efforts?
■ If your purpose statement is well thought 

out, answering this question will probably 
be quite simple.

■ Though naming your reader might seem ex
tremely simple, it's much more complex--and 
extremely important.

■ All too often, people decide to write with
out regard for who will be reading.

■ We assume readers are just like us.
■ List what characteristics your audience
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possesses: job, education, demographics and 
socio-economic status.

■ You need to know predispositions.
■ Level of involvement
■ Knowledge level

■ You must meet your readers' needs. •
■ Information
■ Tone
■ Tailor your message--and the way you write 

it--to the specific needs of your audience.
■ Specify your relationship to your audience.
■ You need to adopt a ''reader-centered'' or

''you'' attitude.
■ Figure out what you can do for your audi

ence .

Then I arranged the ideas and information hierarchically to show which 
ideas were more important than others. I used numbering/lettering and 
indentation to make the arrangement easier to understand:

I. Name
A. Toward whom are you directing your efforts?
B. If your purpose statement is well thought 

out, answering this question will probably 
be quite simple.

II. Characteristics
A. Though naming your reader might seem 

extremely simple, it's much more com
plex—and extremely important.

B. We assume readers are just like us.
C. List what characteristics your audience 

possesses
1. job •
2 . past experience
3 . education
4. demographics and socio-economic status

III. Predispositions
A. Level of involvement
B. Knowledge level
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IV. Needs
A. Information
B. Tone

1. Tailor your message--and the way you 
write it--to the specific needs of 
your audience.

2. Specify your relationship to your audi
ence.

3. You need to adopt a ''reader-cen
tered'' or ''you'' attitude.

4 . Figure out what you can do for your 
audience.

As you can see, this outline is quite rough. Yours can be, too. You’ll modify 
it as you go though various stages in the planning process. You might even want 
to make all the elements into sentences. Later, your sentence outline will serve 
as a flexible guide for drafting the actual document. Even in the initial writing 
stages, however, you will probably add and rearrange facts and ideas several 
times.

Inverted As you flesh your outline and prepare to write, you might consider
Pyramid borrowing a helpful organizational technique from news writing. If you analyze

a “hard news” story in LISA Today, you’ll notice a definite pattern in the 
arrangement of ideas: the information appears in descending order of impor
tance. The most important ideas come in the first few paragraphs. Less critical
facts appear near the end of the story.

Journalists call this organizational format the inverted pyramid because the
ideas with the most importance, or weight, are at the top. Though such ordering 
solely by importance seems to lack coherence, it has definite advantages-most 
notably, accessibility. Newspaper readers, like business readers, have limited 
time. They want to find the important facts quickly, without having to wade 
through several paragraphs of background information. The inverted pyramid 
gives readers what they want. It cuts to the chase:

Acme distributors will lay off 17 employees 
and trim operations because of the poor economy, 
Acme chairman David Hart announced today. Local 
economic experts predict the move will cause a 
devastating ripple effect throughout the commu
nity .
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The layoffs, which will begin June 1, will 
affect the most recently hired members of Acme's 
marketing and manufacturing divisions.

I don’t recommend that business writers completely abandon all other forms 
of organization for the inverted pyramid. After all, it often seems to lack 
coherence, not to mention tact. Few people would welcome a letter with these 
opening lines:

Dear John:
Because of the poor economy, I have to fire 

you.

If you have a good out
line, it probably already 
follows the inverted 
pyramid to some extent 
The ideas should be 
arranged hierarchi
cally.

Direct and honest, yes, but not very reader-centered. Put simply, you will 
still want your structure to fit the specific organizational needs of your document 
and the situation. However, within those guidelines, include elements of the 
inverted pyramid. Use summaries and previews whenever possible. Readers 
will appreciate your efforts to improve the document’s accessibility. In fact, the 
lead summary, one characteristic of the inverted pyramid already common in 
business writing, is often the most important element of any business document. 
(For more information, see the section on emphasis in Chapter Three.)

Summary
Planning your document is a very important element of good business 

writing. It involves four closely related tasks: stating your purpose, analyzing 
your audience, researching your topic, and organizing your ideas.

The best way to define your purpose and audience is to ask yourself several 
questions:

■ What is my purpose in writing this document?
■ What do I want my reader to know after reading my docu

ment? •
■ What do I want my reader to do after reading my document?
■ Am I trying to inform, explain, clarify, interpret, analyze, 

persuade, or convince?
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■ Who is my audience?
■ What is my reader’s name?
■ What characteristics does my reader possess? (Job title and 

duties, past experience, education, demographics and socio
economic status)

■ What predispositions does my audience hold?
■ What level of knowledge does my reader possess?
■ What level of involvement does my reader have?

■ What can I do for my audience?
■ What will my audience do with my document?
■ What important facts does my audience need to know?

After asking yourself these questions, brainstorm to find possible facts and 
ideas to include in your document. If you find you that don’t have enough 
information, you can consult the following sources: company records, periodi
cals, co-workers and other professionals, other businesses, government agencies, 
Small Business Development Centers, or public and private libraries.

Once you have the information you need, organize your ideas. Group related 
facts and ideas together in an outline. If possible, use elements of the inverted 
pyramid, an organizational format based on order of importance, to arrange your 
information.
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CHAPTERTHREE

Drafting and Revising
One reason many people dread writing stems from their own expectations. 

They sit down in front of a blank sheet of paper or a blank computer screen and 
expect perfection to simply flow from their minds. They wrongly assume the first 
draft should and will be the final draft.

Unfortunately, it seldom happens that way. True, some brilliant writers 
write flawlessly in one draft. However, for you and me, writing is more likely 
a process consisting of stages: we begin with an imperfect rough draft, which we 
revise again and again until we’re satisfied.

This chapter examines some of the major trials and tribulations of the writing 
process. It begins with a short discussion of drafting and then focuses attention 
on probably the most important element of the process—revising. The chapter 
also offers suggestions on using layout and design to enhance your writing and 
concludes by explaining how computers can simplify all stages of the writing 
process.

Drafting
If this section on drafting seems comparatively short, don’t be alarmed. I’m 

not implying that drafting is any less important than analyzing your audience, 
organizing your ideas, or revising. After all, until you get the sentences on paper, 
you don’t have a document.

However, drafting is, by its very nature, more spontaneous and less rule- 
bound than any other stage in the planning or writing processes. In fact, the key 
to drafting is free writing or rough writing. In other words, think about what 
your readers need to know and what you need to tell them. Then simply get your 
ideas on paper in sentence form as they come to you. You will inevitably revise 
them later.

As you draft, use your outline as a flexible guide for writing out your ideas. 
It doesn’t matter if you go off on tangents, including irrelevant information or
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ideas that would fit better somewhere else. Just write what comes to you. For as 
most writers will attest, ideas seldom flow in a perfectly logical order. As you 
write one idea down, you make mental connections with other related ideas that 
might not follow immediately on your outline. You can always rearrange and 
delete words and sentences later, and you can always go back to your outline to 
fill in the gaps once your runaway train of thought has run out of steam.

Revising
In the drafting stage, you simply get your ideas down on paper in sentence 

form. Worrying about grammar, punctuation, spelling, or stylistic matters only 
detracts from the thinking you need to be doing.

The revision stage, on the other hand, is where the magic takes place. It’s 
where you slowly transform jumbled masses of words into a finished document 
possessing all the elements of good writing summarized in Chapter One.

Unfortunately, magic is probably the wrong word to use for describing 
revision. Revision is painstaking work. Knowing that your document shouldbs 
clear, coherent, concise, comprehensive, correct, courteous, and accessible is one 
thing. Revising your draft to exhibit these ideals is another. However, a few 
simple stylistic and grammatical hints can make your job a whole lot easier.

Clarity

When possible, have 
someone else read your 
document to see if it 
makes sense to him or 
her.

If your writing is clear, a reader should be able to understand your message 
on the first reading. Therefore, read through your draft quickly. If certain parts 
seem unclear to you, they’ll probably seem even more unclear to your reader. In 
some cases, you will have to insert more information or entirely reword a sentence 
or paragraph. In other instances, you can use less extreme methods to add the 
needed clarity to your text.

Words of Encouragement...
Everything that can be thought at 
all can be thought clearly. Every
thing that can be said can be said 
clearly.

-Ludwig Wittgenstein

Avoid the passive voice. Voice is a 
term that describes a special relationship 
between the subject and the verb of a 
sentence. In the active voice, the subject 
does the action of the verb. In the passive 
voice, the subject has something done to it 
by somebody.
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The passive voice can 
occur in any tense. It 
simply uses a form of 
the verb to be (is, is 
being, was, was being, 
will be, or has/had 
been) and the past par
ticiple fed form) of the 
verb.

Active voice is abso
lutely necessary for de
tailed instructions or 
similar writing that re
quires knowing exactly 
who must do what.

Bureaucrats, politi
cians, and frightened 
writers love the passive 
voice. You don’t need 
to say who did it, just 
that it was done.

The accountants lost the records. (Active Voice)
The records were lost by the accountants. (Passive Voice)

We prefer active voice because it’s more direct and specific: it tells you who 
did what. Passive voice, on the other hand, undermines clarity by burying the real 
actor in a prepositional phrase at the end of the sentence. Sometimes writers will 
even omit the by prepositional phrase altogether, making the actor completely 
invisible:

The records were lost.

Active voice has other advantages as well. First, it is more concise than 
passive voice, usually using at least two fewer words: the to be form and by. In 
addition, active voice gives your writing more power. As the name hints, you’re 
using active subjects rather than passive ones. The difference in effectiveness- 
-not to mention clarity and conciseness--is obvious:

The salespeople sold twice as much this 
month.

Twice as much was sold by the salespeople 
this month.

Passive voice is, however, acceptable in certain cases:

■ When you don’t know who the actor is (If you don’t know who 
lost the records, it’s improper to speculate.)

■ When the actor is irrelevant (Sometimes the action itself is more 
important than the actor.)

■ When you’re writing descriptive passages with little or no action 
(If there’s little action, knowing who did it isn’t important.)

■ When you’re purposely trying to obscure responsibility for an 
action (If the accountants are writing the sentence, they’ll 
probably prefer passive voice.)
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To recognize the passive voice, look for certain clues. Whenever you see 
the preposition by near the end of a sentence, ask yourself if the person or thing 
after the preposition is performing the action of the main verb. If the writer has 
made the actor invisible, you won’t be able to identify the actor. Therefore, also 
look for the “to be form + ed verb’ ’ construction. In any case, ask yourself if the 
subject is doing the action of the verb or having something done to it.

Once you’ve found the passive voice, use the following steps to “activate’ ’ 
the sentence: •

1. Make the object of the preposition (what comes after by) the 
subject of the sentence and cross out the word by. (If you don’t 
have a prepositional phrase, ask yourself “Who did this action?”
Make your answer the subject of the sentence.)

2. Correct verb tense and subject-verb agreement if necessary.

3. Make the original subject a direct object (move it behind the 
verb) and correct its case if necessary (for example, I, he, she, 
and we become me, him, her, and us).

He was fired by the boss.
The boss fired him.

I am being fired by the boss.
The boss is firing me.

This process works most of the time. In other cases, you will have to keep 
rearranging the sentence until the subject does the action of the verb.

You can also add clarity by emphasizing each sentence’s actual subject 
and verb. The passive voice isn’t the only construction that buries the sentence’s 
real actor in a prepositional phrase. When writers try to sound ‘ ‘business-like,’ ’ 
they often use weak disguised subjects instead of strongly stated ones. Conse
quently, sentences lose focus and clarity. They don’t really say what they mean:

£
The initiation of this program would help the can- 

pany.
This program would help the ccrrpary.

Each copy of the manual contained several errors.
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Each manual contained several errors.

Watch out for prepositions like of and by. They often signal a disguised 
subject (or the passive voice). Furthermore, reword expletive constructions like 
it is and there are whenever possible. They seldom mean anything.

It is conceivable that I might have been 
wrong.
I might have been wrong.

There are several reasons I won't be going.
I have several reasons for not going.
I won't be going for several reasons.

A similar problem occurs with verbs. For some strange reason, business 
writers frequently make nouns out of strong verbs and then replace these verbs 
with less precise, weak verbs. Compare, for example, these two sentences:

We effected a solution to the problem.
We solved the problem.

Look for ion words like solution after nouns; they’re frequently dead 
giveaways for nominalized verbs.

While you’re being 
clear, don’tforget to be 
accurate. Remember 
to double check any 
facts and figures you 
include in your docu
ment

Replace vague generalizations with facts. Doing so clarifies your writing 
by making it specific and concrete. Compare the following examples:

On the whole, sales declined last year. (Vague)

Though sales of children's clothing increased 
by 14 percent last year, overall sales de
clined by four percent. (Specific)

Whenever possible, also use appropriate analogies and comparisons. They 
clarify abstract or complex ideas and give cold, impersonal statistics meaning.

Directories on your computer disks are like 
drawers in a file cabinet. Just as you might 
have a file drawer for last year's sales 
records, you can have a disk directory for 
the same information. (Analogy)
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Accessibility
and
Emphasis

If your document is 
well written, your ex
ecutive summary can 
often include summary 
paragraphs from indi
vidual sections of your 
document.

Last year, shoplifting cost the store approxi
mately $10,000. That's six percent of our gross 
annual sales, or more than our sales for the en
tire month of January. (Comparison)

When faced with a long document, readers might not have the time or interest 
to read the entire thing. They often simply skim for main ideas. Therefore, it’s 
important that you find ways to emphasize the most important ideas of sentences, •
paragraphs, and entire documents.

Summarize key points at the beginning of a paragraph, section, or 
document. Write an “executive” summary that gives busy readers a concise, 
comprehensive overview of your entire document. Generally, it should include 
the key information from each main section of your document. Consider the 
following example from a three-page proposal:

Each year shoplifters steal approximately 
$7488 in cassette tapes and compact discs 
from the store. Therefore, I propose that we 
install a magnetic sensor to solve the prob
lem. The entire proposal would cost $3338 
for installation, but it would save more than 
$10,000 each year. It would also reduce em
ployee frustration and improve public rela
tions .

As a rule of thumb, your summary should be about five percent of your main 
text. Thus, a 10-page proposal would have approximately a half-page summary.

Also include internal summaries and previews throughout your docu
ment. The Causes section of an analytical report on a decline in sales might begin 
this way:

The 12-percent decrease in used-car sales 
last quarter had three main causes: poor eco
nomic conditions, a major promotion by our 
largest competitor, and false rumors that we 
use fraudulent sales practices.

Similarly, preview or summarize the key points of each paragraph in a single 
topic sentence. Though a topic sentence doesn’t have to come at a paragraph’s 
beginning, a skimming reader is more likely to see it there than if it’s in the middle
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Readers often skim over 
subordinate clauses set 
off by commas because 
they see this informa
tion as less important. 
Grammatically at 
least, it is.

Conciseness

In most cases, try to cut 
your first draft by a 
third.

or at the end. Likewise, within each paragraph, put the most important words at 
the beginning or end of the sentence where the reader is most likely to see them 
as he or she looks for periods and capital letters.

Subordinating less important ideas to more important ones also adds 
emphasis and accessibility to your writing. One way to subordinate is to put the 
main ideas in the sentence’s main clause. Note how the emphasis shifts in the 
following examples:

Karen is a talented employee who got the pro
motion because of her excellent managerial 
skills.

Because she is a talented employee who has 
excellent managerial skills, Karen got the 
promotion.

Karen, who is a talented employee and got the 
promotion, has excellent managerial skills.

Grammatically, emphasis falls on the main or independent clauses (in bold) 
because they can stand as sentences by themselves. You can simply say, “Karen 
has excellent managerial skills. ’ ’ People won’t look at you funny. Subordinate 
clauses, on the other hand, depend on main clauses for full meaning. You can’t 
just say, “Because she is a talented employee who has excellent managerial 
skills.” Your reader will say, “What happened because she is a talented 
employee who has excellent managerial skills?”

Average writers and speakers subconsciously subordinate ideas all the time. 
You don’t need a college degree in English to do it. In fact, every time you use 
words like because, although, while, unless, which, and that, you’re subordinat
ing. However, to subordinate effectively, you must first decide which ideas you 
want to emphasize over others.

As you’ve probably already noticed, most techniques for adding clarity, 
emphasis, and accessibility to your writing also enhance its economy. For 
example, using the active voice and focusing on actual subjects and verbs both 
cut words. But you can still do more.

Eliminate any “deadwood,” or unnecessary words. One of the easiest 
ways to cut deadwood is to avoid needless repetition of words, ideas, and implied 
phrases. Examine the following paragraph:
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I think modifying our marketing techniques 
would be good for the company and have three 
main advantages. These advantages include 
lowering our costs, increasing our sales, and 
improving our public relations. Modifying 
our marketing techniques would also accrue 
less important benefits. These include mak
ing our bookkeeping easier and simplifying 
our advertising. (51 words)

Now here’s a revision that eliminates the bold items, which are repetitious 
or wordy:

Details add accuracy 
and specificity to your 
writing. But make sure 
those details are neces
sary for clarity. If 
they’re not, they’re 
deadwood.

Expanding our marketing techniques would have 
three main advantages: lower costs, increased 
sales, and improved public relations. The 
plan would also simplify bookkeeping and ad
vertising. (25 words)

Additionally, the relative pronouns who/whom, which and that are often 
deadwood:

The man whom I met at the trade show which I 
went to last week had two products that I 
just could not resist.

You could easily cut both the relative pronouns and the bold words without 
altering the sentence’s meaning:

The man I met at the trade show last week had 
two products I could not resist.

However, don’t cross out every who, which, and that you see. In certain 
cases, relative pronouns are necessary to the sentence’s meaning.

Combining sentence elements also makes for concise writing. Sometimes 
one longer sentence can be more concise than several short ones. Think back to 
the previous example of Karen’s promotion. You actually have three separate 
ideas that could be three separate sentences:
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Karen got the promotion. She is a talented em
ployee. She has excellent managerial skills.

By combining these ideas into one sentence, you eliminate needless repeti
tion. As a result, you have three fewer words and a better-sounding sentence:

Karen, a talented employee with excellent 
managerial skills, got the promotion.

Three words don’t seem like much, but every word counts in business 
writing.

As for length in general, try to average 15 words per sentence. A well- 
developed paragraph should average between 75 and 125 words, or between three 
and five sentences. Your paragraphs can be shorter, but usually not much longer. 
Short paragraphs break documents into more digestible chunks and emphasize 
important ideas by setting them off. Long, blocky paragraphs just frighten your 
reader away.

Coherence Far too many business documents seem like a hodge-podge of unrelated
facts. Therefore, make sure you order ideas logically from sentence to sentence 
and paragraph to paragraph.

If time permits, do the Qne way {0 check for coherence is to outline the main points of your draft.
same for individual J .
sections. Then explain, in writing if possible, the relationship of each major point to the one

coming before andafter it. Perhaps the first section explains aproblem, the second 
its causes, and the third a solution. Or maybe you’re explaining chronological 
steps someone should follow. But make sure the structural logic is clear. After 
all, a report is more than just three main sections. Those sections have to relate 
to each other.

Also work on transitions between ideas, sentences, and paragraphs. It’snot 
enough that you see the logical connection between ideas; your reader must see 
it, too.

On a sentence-by-sentence level, thoughts usually flow freely. One idea 
generates the next, and the connections are fairly clear. Sometimes, however, you 
will have to use transitional words or phrases to clarify the links. These devices 
take three main forms:

■ Adverbs that show temporal or spacial connections (first, last, 
then, next, afterwards, finally)
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■ Conjunctive adverbs that demonstrate logical relationships 
(thus, moreover, additionally, therefore, consequently, however)

■ Set phrases that show various grammatical and logical relation
ships (as a result, on the contrary, for instance, for example, of 
course)

Other times a word or phrase won ’ t be enough to make the logical connection •
between sentences, paragraphs, or ideas. You might need a sentence or two to 
move your reader from one paragraph to the next:

. . .14-percent growth. Specifically, cat
egory one saw a 12-percent increase, and cat
egory two a 10-percent rise.

Although last quarter's sales seem impres
sive, the statistics are deceptive. . . .

Yet another way to provide coherence is through repetition. Yes, needless 
repetition produces deadwood, but in certain cases, readers like reminders to 
clarify what’s what and how ideas relate. In fact, repeating a term (or using a 
substitute pronoun) is often necessary to maintain clarity:

The problem occurred because the computer and 
the printer were not communicating. More 
specifically, the computer severed the link 
before it should have.

Repeating the word computer is necessary to distinguish it from the printer. 
Then, when you’re obviously discussing the computer, you can substitute the 
pronoun it for the specific word.

You can achieve a similar sense of coherence by referring to previously 
mentioned terms and ideas in slightly different words. Here’s a paragraph you 
saw a few lines back:

On a sentence-by-sentence level, thoughts 
usually flow freely. One idea generates the 
next, and the connections are fairly clear. 
Sometimes, however, you will have to use 
transitional words or phrases to clarify the 
links. These devices take three main 
forms....
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Idea refers to thoughts, as does generates to flow, links to connections, and 
devices to transitional words or phrases. Such disguised repetition marks a path 
that subtly leads your reader from idea to idea.

Courtesy and In the midst of chopping words, emphasizing ideas, and striving for clarity
Tone an j coherence, don’t forget the tone of your writing. Remember to adopt a reader-

centered attitude. To put it another way, always think about what you can do for 
your reader. You can also use several specific techniques to give your writing
a courteous, positive tone.

You have to be very 
honest and careful in 
writing. Don’t say, 
“We’d pay your claim 
right away, ” if it’ll be 
another month. And 
since writing is a bind
ing record, don’t say 
“30 days” if it’ll be a 

few months. A lawyer 
probably won’t appre
ciate your attempt at 
positive wording. 
Carefully worded hon
esty is the best policy.

Use the most positive wording possible. People don’t enjoy reading bad 
news. However, you will inevitably have to write some. Therefore, try to word 
that news as positively as possible. Which version sounds better?

We will have to delay paying your claim for 
at least another month.

We will try to pay your claim in 30 to 40 
days.

Avoid negative words and phrases like delay and at least another month. 
Moreover, don’t weigh down your writing with negating constructions contain
ing not\ they’re difficult to understand and far less economical. Compare these 
sentences:

It wouldn't be a bad idea not to continue the program. 
It would be a good idea to cancel the program.

A Rose By Any Other Name. . .
Some words, “dysphemisms,” create very negative feelings in a reader or 
conjure up unpleasant images or associations. Other words, “euphemisms,” 
express similar ideas in a much less objectionable or more pleasant way....

Euphemism
previously owned automobile 

sanatorium
mentally disabled 

senior citizen
underprivileged neighborhood

Neutral
used car 

mental hospital 
insane

person over 65 
poor neighborhood

Dysphemism
old clunker 
funny farm 

nuts 
old relic 

slum
From Byrd, Feldman, andFleishel’s The Microcomputer and Business Writing, p. 27.
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Also consider both the denotative and connotative meanings of your 
words. Denotation is a word’s dictionary definition. Connotation refers to any 
other personal or cultural meanings that word carries. For instance, denotatively, 
it’s fine to say your employees were impotent when it came to avoiding the 
accident. Connotatively, their spouses might wonder.

Avoid jargon, cliches, and pompous words. They impede clarity and set 
a negative tone for your document. For instance, cliches (by definition) are trite 
and have little meaning. Consequently, they make your writing seem trite and 
meaningless.

Jargon can have an even more damaging effect. How many average readers 
would finish the entire document (or buy the computer) after encountering this 
opening paragraph?

Some of the most com
mon examples of 
pompous words are 
also meaningless dead
wood. Eliminate them 
and you “kill two birds 
with one stone. ”

Our 386 SX-20 is one of the best computers on 
the market. It has 4 MB of 80 ns memory, an 
80 MB hard drive with 28 ms access time, a 
VGA card with 256K memory, and a 14-inch 640 
x 480 .31 dot pitch VGA color monitor.

Call in the translator! Occasionally, however, jargon is acceptable. In 
communication among experts with similar knowledge levels and backgrounds, 
it serves as a useful shorthand and makes writing more economical. Computer 
technicians would have no problem understanding the previous example. But as 
the passage illustrates, jargon is distracting and exclusionary for general readers. 
Therefore, don’t be egocentric. Tailor your writing to the reader’s knowledge 
level, not yours.

Similarly, pompous fifty-cent words (now five-dollar words with inflation) 
set a distinct tone for your writing:

I am of the opinion that we should ascertain 
the extent of the conundrum, quantify its 
impacts, and commence to initiate a solution 
that will alleviate the difficulty.

What? In addition to needing translation, such writing conveys one of two 
negative messages to your readers:

1. You think you’re smarter than they are.
2. You want them to think you’re smarter than you actually are.
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Either way, you distract, confuse, and annoy your readers. Instead, write in 
a fairly conversational tone. It’s more clear, concise, and reader-centered.

First, I think we should measure the size of 
the problem and its effects. Then we should 
solve it.

Be wary of sexist language. Though grammatically correct, using the 
pronouns he, him, and his to refer to persons of both sexes is no longer politically 
correct. It’s also not very reader-centered. Consider the following examples:

Every employee will get a raise if he works hard.

We need to know the owner's address. Call 
him to find out.

Give the best sales clerk his bonus.

Unless you know the sex of the subject, this wording is exclusionary at best, 
and discriminatory at worst. With good reason, therefore, many people think such 
constructions perpetuate sexist stereotypes and impede the acceptance of women 
in the workplace.

Until English develops a neutral personal pronoun, one way to correct the 
problem is to use the somewhat awkward he or she (he/she) and his or her (his/ 
her) constructions:

Every employee will get a raise if he or she 
works hard.

We need to know the owner's address. Call 
him/her to find out.

In place of the possessive pronoun his, you can often substitute a or an:

Give the best salesman a bonus.

Frequently, a better-sounding option is simply to make your initial reference 
plural and avoid the problem entirely:

All employees will get raises if they work hard.
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You can use any of these options to eliminate sexist pronouns. However, as 
the previous examples illustrate, certain solutions sound better than others in 
some cases.

But don’t think sexist language affects just pronouns. It’s a deeply ingrained 
part of a language that has been dominated by males for centuries.

We will hire the best man for the job.

Our secretaries are the hardest working gals 
I know.

You'll need extra manpower to fill the upcom
ing order.

Call the firm's receptionist and ask her for 
an appointment.

These comments might seem harmless. Still, they illustrate subtle yet 
destructive stereotypes and attitudes. The keys to avoiding sexist language are 
awareness and sensitivity. What sounds perfectly harmless to you might offend 
your reader.

Whatever tone you use in your writing, make sure it’s consistent and 
appropriate throughout the document. Always maintain a reader-centered 
attitude and write with the proper degree of formality. Even though you should 
avoid pompous words and strive for a somewhat conversational tone, don’t lapse 
into colloquialisms or cliches:

You guys in the warehouse have to be more on 
the ball.

And imagine a letter to your banker ending with the following lines:

I can make a ton of money from this new mar
ket. I think you'll get a kick out of the •
idea, and I hope you'll front me the cash I
need.

Consistency In addition to maintaining a consistent tone, also check for consistent tense, 
person, and other “stylistic” items.
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Maintaining consistent tense is usually just a matter of close proofreading. 
If you start out in past tense, don’t shift to present or future tense (or vice versa). 
Such tense switching doesn ’ t occur very often, but when it does, it usually appears 
in narratives or instructions that can be written in either tense:

The accident occurred because of careless
ness. Steve left the PTO running unattended 
while he went to the bathroom. Then Tom 
walks by and catches his coveralls in the 
sha f t. (Shift from past to present)

The accident occurred because of careless
ness. Steve left the PTO running unattended 
while he went to the bathroom. Then Tom 
walked by and caught his coveralls in the 
shaft. (Consistent past tense)

The operator first types in the correct secu
rity code. Then he or she will open the 
door. (Shift from present to future)

The operator first types in the correct security 
code. Then he or she opens the door. (Consistent 
present tense)

However, actions and events in the same report don’t always happen in the 
same time frame. In such cases, tense shifts are necessary for clarity and 
specificity:

Last year we started purchasing inventory 
from Acme Distributors. However, we are dis
satisfied with their service, so we will 
switch to a new company.

Similarly, at times you will need to use different forms of the personal 
pronoun to maintain accuracy. For instance, you might write the following 
sentence:

I (first person) don't think our (third person) 
company can afford your (second person) services.
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The pronoun we isfine 
when referring to a 
group of people. But 
don’t hide behind the 
ambiguous “corporate 
we. ” Like passive 
voice, it obscures re
sponsibility and de
stroys clarity.

Contrary to what you might have heard in school, using the second-person 
pronoun you is not a mortal sin. In fact, it’s a very important part of the reader- 
centered attitude. It shows that you, as a writer, understand that a real person is 
reading your document. Similarly, don’t be afraid to use the words I or we 
occasionally. These pronouns personalize your writing and make it more 
conversational. But most important, they show the reader that a human being, not 
a machine, wrote the document.

In certain cases, however, I or you obviously won’t be appropriate. In very <•
formal reports or proposals, for example, you might avoid personal pronouns, 
opting instead for terms like the company instead of we or you. Whatever you 
decide, be consistent. Don ’ t refer to the company throughout your entire proposal 
and then throw in a stray you in the third paragraph from the end.

In addition, you should be consistent in treating other stylistic issues. Most 
of the time, grammar books and dictionaries provide definite answers to questions 
about grammatical and lexical issues such as commas, capitalization, or spelling.
Sometimes, however, you have some choices with your mechanics and usage.
Here are some common examples:

■ Spelling. Some words have multiple correct spellings. For 
instance, if you run a movie house, you should decide whether 
your building is a theatre or a theater.

■ Punctuation. For items in a series, do you want to use a comma 
before the last item? And how about periods, commas, and 
semicolons in bulleted lists?

■ Capitalization. Though the practice is grammatically incorrect, 
many companies capitalize words like president, owner, or 
supervisor even when they’re not part of a title. Company is 
another word writers frequently capitalize when referring to their 
businesses.

■ Numbers. You should decide how you will deal with numbers. 
One common method spells out numbers from one to nine and 
uses figures for 10 and above. You might also develop stylistic 
rules for monetary figures, distances, or a variety of other items.

■ Courtesy Titles. Will you refer to people with the terms Mr., 
Mrs., and Dr.? When referring to a woman, will you try to find 
out if she is married, or will you always refer to her as Ms.l
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In the course of writing, you will inevitably discover other such stylistic 
‘ ‘ options. ’ ’ As you decide how to deal with each issue, summarize your guidelines 
in a short style sheet that will help you and your fellow writers maintain consistency.

Layout and Design
As anyone who has ever applied for a job can tell you, first impressions are 

important. No matter how qualified you might be, when you go for an interview, 
you want to look professional.

Why should your writing be any different?
In many cases, the first impression you make with a document doesn’t come 

from its text, but from its look. That’s why layout and design are so important: 
an attractive, thoughtfully designed page captures your reader’s attention, 
drawing him or her into the text. In many cases, it also provides the added incentive 
a reader needs to pick up your report or sales letter instead of someone else’s.

In addition to its aesthetic functions, though, effective layout and design also 
make your writing easier to read. A well-designed page is an accessible page, 
allowing readers to locate the information they need at a glance.

Contrary to popular belief, you don’t have to be an artist to design an 
attractive, accessible page. Just use your common sense, a little taste, and simple 
devices like white space, headings, lists, and graphics.

White Space Few things frighten readers more than a solid page of text. Therefore, keep
plenty of white space on your page. In your quest for conciseness, don’t use the 
old term-paper trick of shortening your document by messing with its margins and 
spacing. Instead, use ample margins--at least one inch—on all sides of the page. 
Set your typewriter or word processor for “one-and-a-half” spacing for your 
body text, and double or triple space between sections. And don’t forget to break 
information into short, easily digestible chunks. Ultimately, your audience will 
probably prefer a 10-page proposal with lots of white space to five-pages of solid, 
single-spaced text that extends to all edges of the paper.

Headings Because most readers are busy, accessibility is important. Readers should
be able to skim your document to find the particular information they want. 
Headings provide such access by marking which information goes where. For 
example, a reader interested primarily in what your proposal will cost can simply 
look for the Costs heading instead of reading the whole document. The longer 
your document, the more important headings become. Therefore, as a rule of 
thumb, try to have at least one heading per page.
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Headings also emphasize important ideas and, by marking major sections of 
your document in distinctive ways, establish a hierarchy of ideas. In a sense, 
headings serve the same function as the numbered levels of an outline. Just by 
scanning for different levels of headings, a reader can tell which paragraphs are 
more or less important than others.

Computerized word processors offer great flexibility in headings; you can 
change the size and characteristics (bold, italics, underlining, etc.) of your 
typeface to help distinguish one heading from another. However, even with a 
typewriter, you can still use centering, indentation, capitalization, and underlin
ing to produce several distinct heading levels. The Publication Manual of the 
American Psychological Association, which is the preferred style manual for 
scholarly writing in business, recommends the following heading styles (pp. 66- 
67).

■ For five levels

LEVEL ONE CENTERED & CAPITALIZED 
Level Two Centered 

Level Three Centered & Underlined
Level Four Flush Left & Underlined

Level Five Indented & Underlined.

■ For four levels

Level One Centered 
Level Two Centered & Underlined

Level Three Flush Left & Underlined
Level Four Indented & Underlined.

■ For three levels

Level One Centered 
Level Two Flush Left

Level Three Indented & Underlined.

■ For two levels

Level One Centered 
Level Two Flush Left & Underlined
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■ For one level

Level One Centered

You can, of course, be more creative with your heading style. However, 
remember to be consistent.

Lists Readers hate wading through long paragraphs to find important ideas, facts,
or instructions. Therefore, use numbered or bulleted lists to help readers locate 
important items. Such lists not only enhance accessibility, but they also 
emphasize the items in the list. Compare the following examples on the ease of 
locating information:

While I'm on vacation, you need to take over 
my most important duties. There are a number 
of things you need to do. First of all, con
tact Mr. Johnson on Tuesday to see if he re
ceived my letter. Then draft a letter to Amy 
Thompson confirming our May 6 meeting to dis
cuss her purchase. You should also fill any 
new orders that come in, locate information 
on last year's sales figures, and write pay- 
checks to all the employees.

While I'm on vacation, you need to take over 
my most important duties:
• Contact Mr. Johnson on Tuesday to see if he 

received my letter.
• Draft a letter to Amy Thompson confirming 

our May 6 meeting to discuss her purchase.
• Fill any new orders that come in.
• Locate information on last year's sales 

figures.
• Write paychecks to all the employees.

The reader trying to figure out what he or she needs to do will probably have 
a much better chance of finding, remembering, and completing the instructions 
with the second example.

As a general rule, consider using a numbered or bulleted list in any of the 
following cases:
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The same rules of par
allelism for lists apply 
for headings as tvelL

Graphics

■ When you have more than three items in a list
■ When the items in your list take more than just a few words
■ When you want to emphasize particular ideas

Use numbers when you want to remind the reader of ordered steps or 
emphasize that there is a specific number of items. Use bullets when order or 
exact number is unimportant.

And remember to keep your lists parallel and consistent. For example, if 
most items in the list are sentences, make them all sentences. Or if most start with 
ing verbs, try to make them all start with ing verbs. The following examples 
illustrate how to make lists parallel:

You should complete the following tasks to
day :
• A letter to our suppliers
• Finding information on new markets
• Go to the accountant's office

You should complete the following tasks to
day :
• Write a letter to our suppliers.
• Find information on new markets.
• Go to the accountant's office.

Applicants should have training in these ar
eas :
• Buying
• Sales
• Marketing

Applicants should have training in these ar
eas :
• Buying
• Selling
• Marketing

According to an old adage, a picture is worth a thousand words. In business 
writing, we might paraphrase that saying just abit: a good graphic is worth at least 
a couple of sentences. More specifically, charts, graphs, and even simple tables 
can help you summarize boring information and explain complex ideas. Like
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analogies and comparisons, they add concreteness and specificity to your 
document.

For example, imagine summarizing, in writing of course, the past year’s 
sales (by month) in four separate merchandise categories. The resulting para
graph would probably be nearly impossible to write and then confuse and bore 
your reader. A simple table, on the other hand, would be more effective. You 
could summarize large quantities of information in a fairly small area. Your 
reader wouldn’t have to wade through the text, but could still find the information 
and make visual comparisons across rows or columns.

1991 Monthly Sales by Merchandise Line

Category.... Jan Feb Mar AT May June July Aug Sept Oct Nov Dec 1991

Women's $2,000 $1.945 $1,974 $1,954 $2,112 $2,683 $2.67S $2,627 $2,645 $3200 $3363 $4300 $31378

Children's $1,695 $1,592 $1,682 $1,685 $1319 $1,954 $1,960 $2200 $2,413 $2307 $2332 $2,745 $24384

Men’s $1235 $1200 $1200 $1242 $1,423 $1,762 $1,703 $1,754 $1305 $1,783 $1,798 $2,158 $19263

Home $1322 $1,134 $1,800 $1,765 $1,712 $1,632 $1,602 $1346 $1,650 $1,698 $1,745 $1399 $19305

Total $6252 $5,971 $6,756 $6,746 $7,066 $8,031 $7,940 $8227 $8,513 $8,988 $9,438 $11,102 $95330

Similarly, graphs are extremely helpful for making visual comparisons. 
Line graphs allow you to show trends over a period of time. If you wanted to 
graphically represent your sales for the last 12 months, you might try either a 
regular line graph or an area graph.

1991 Monthly Sales
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In addition to indicating trends, bar graphs work well for comparing 
quantities to one another. For instance, you can compare sales in different 
merchandise categories for one year or for several.
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Merchandise Line

1990 & 1991 Sales by Merc ban be Line

Pie graphs, on the other hand, 
are better suited to showing how parts 
make up the whole. If you have four 
main lines of merchandise, you might 
want to show which line is selling the 
most. A pie graph would illustrate 
the percentages in vivid detail.

1991 Sales by Merchandise Une
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You can also use a variety of other figures to explain key concepts:

■ Organizational charts
■ Flow charts
■ Diagrams
■ Schematics
■ Photographs
■ Drawings

Always make sure your 
graphics are necessary 
and serve a useful pur
pose. Don’t throw in a 
diagram or graph sim
ply to break up the text 
or improve the look of 
your page.

All these devices can be extremely helpful for clarifying ideas. However, 
don’t let the graphics replace your text. Instead, they should complement the 
written words. You see, effective graphics can probably summarize statistics, 
describe objects, or show spatial relationship more clearly, fully, and quickly than 
even the best paragraph. However, those graphics can't explain what it all means.
Though a graph might strikingly illustrate sales for the last year, it can’t explain 
why sales slumped in March or skyrocketed in September.

That ’ s your j ob. •
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Computers and Writing

Less than a decade ago, computers remained almost exclusively within the 
domain of large corporations. But as prices have fallen, personal computers have 
become nearly as common as television sets. And today many owners, managers, 
and employees are discovering just how important a well-designed computer 
system can be to successful small business.

For under $2000, the average small business can purchase a customized 
system that will maintain inventory records, handle accounting chores, track 
sales, manage personnel functions, tap into informational resources, and simplify 
nearly any business task previously requiring precious time and cumbersome 
calculations. As one might expect, business writing has benefited immensely 
from the personal-computer revolution. Word-processing, desktop-publishing, 
and style programs are gradually becoming indispensable tools of the business 
writer’s trade.

Word
Processing

For many small businesses, typewriters are becoming an endangered 
species, used only for completing certain forms and addressing envelopes. Such 
extinction comes as little surprise when you consider how much computerized 
word processors can assist in every stage of the writing process—from initial 
planning and preparation right up to the final revisions.

For instance, you can do your brainstorming on screen and then insert your 
ideas right into an outline. In fact, many word processors have built-in outliners 
that handle the numbering and indentation for you. Then, once you’re ready to 
start drafting, don’t worry about retyping all those words and ideas. Just call up 
the file and rearrange them however you wish: add, delete, or move.

Put simply, you can do all of your planning, drafting, and revising in the same 
text file if you chose. Unless you like editing on paper, you don’t even have to 
print a copy of your document until it’s completely finished. What’s more, most 
word-processing programs now have spelling checkers, thesauruses, and a host 
of other features that make drafting and revising much quicker and easier than it 
used to be.

It’s no exaggeration to say that the word processor is the most important 
business-writing tool of the last century. And it’s getting better all the time.

Desktop
Publishing

The rapidly developing field of desktop publishing (DTP) is taking conven
tional word processing a few giant steps forward. As its name implies, desktop 
publishing puts the power of a full-service publishing firm on your desk and at 
your fingertips. Even the least expensive DTP packages (which retail for $75 to
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If you don’t need afull- 
featured DTP system, 
many common word
processing programs 
now include basic desk
top-publishing features 
like multiple typefaces 
and graphics and 
spreadsheet importing.

Style and 
Grammar 
Programs

$100) allow you to design and print attractive publications by combining text, 
data, and graphics you’ve produced with other business software.

For instance, you can begin by typing the text of your sales report in a 
common word processor like WordPerfect, Microsoft Word, or Word Star. Then 
put together some tables and graphs in Lotas, Excel, or just about any spreadsheet 
program. And to add a little flair, use PC Paintbrush, Corel Draw, or Aldus 
Freehand to draw yourself a simple graphic. If you’re not artistically inclined, 
scan an image or borrow from the millions of clip-art graphics available for •
pennies apiece. ‘ ‘Import’ ’ them all into a desktop-publishing program, and voila: 
you can produce attractive, quality publications previously available only from 
expensive advertising, public-relations, or publishing firms.

For around $50, you can also improve your writing by purchasing comput
erized style and grammar checkers. These programs will find (and suggest 
corrections for) many common grammatical and stylistic problems, including a 
number of those listed in this chapter. They will also rate the strength of your 
writing and, to help you tailor your message, tell you the approximate reading 
level an audience will need to understand your writing. If you have problems with 
passive voice, long sentences, fragments, punctuation, sexist language, or any 
number of other items, one of these programs might be for you.

Despite their usefulness, however, style and grammar programs are far from 
perfect. They’re only “stupid programs” running on algorithms and pre
programmed rules. True, they can find passive voice more consistently than most 
people, and they can locate words that frequently carry negative connotations.
However, they can’t tell you if the passive voice is acceptable in a particular 
instance or if the suspect word is actually negative when taken in context.

Most importantly, for all their features, these programs can’t bring person
ality and humanity to your writing. And they can’t relieve you of the responsi
bility for writing well.

Summary
Drafting is the most spontaneous and least rule-bound part of business 

writing. Consequently, it relies on free writing, or rough writing.

Though more difficult than drafting, revising is the most important stage of 
the writingprocess. It’s where you edit clarity, coherence, conciseness, comprehen
siveness, correctness, courtesy, and accessibility into your draft. You can use 
several specific techniques to add these elements to your writing:
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■ Avoid the passive voice.
■ Emphasize each sentence’s actual subject and verb.
■ Replace vague generalizations with facts.
■ Summarize key points at the beginning of each paragraph, 

section, and document.
■ Grammatically subordinate less important ideas to more impor-

£ tant ones.
■ Eliminate “deadwood,” or unnecessary words.
■ Combine sentence elements.
■ Work on transitions between sentences, paragraphs, and ideas.
■ Use the most positive wording possible.
■ Avoid jargon, cliches, and pompous words.
■ Be wary of sexist language.
■ Check for consistent tone, person, tense, and other stylistic 

items.

In addition to these techniques, using effective layout and design creates a 
good first impression and makes your writing more accessible. Just use your 
common sense, a little taste, and simple devices like white space, headings, 
numbered or bulleted lists, and graphics such as tables, charts, and graphs.

All of these techniques for drafting and revising are much simpler thanks to 
computers. Because they allow you to add, delete, and move words without 
retyping an entire document, word processors are extremely useful for revising. 
Desktop-publishing programs allow you to combine text, data, and graphics 
from other business software like word processors, spreadsheets, databases, and 
drawing programs. Computerized grammar and style programs find many 
common grammatical and stylistic problems and suggest ways to correct them.

For Further As I stated in Chapter One, if you plan to do any writing at all, make sure
Reference yOU have a good dictionary and thesaurus nearby at all times. In addition, buy a

copy of William Strunk and E.B. White’s classic The Elements of Style. You can 
often find it packaged with two other very good (and inexpensive) books from 
Macmillan: Margaret Shertzer’s The Elements of Grammar and Arthur Plotnik’s
The Elements of Editing.

You’ll also want to get the eleventh edition of Harcourt Brace Jovanovich’s 
Hodges ’ Harbrace College Handbook. The editors vary from edition to edition, 
but Harbrace is--and has long been--the best source for everything you need to 
know about grammar, mechanics, and usage. But if Harbrace doesn’t fully meet 
your needs, you might also pick up the University of Chicago Press’ s rather high- 
priced Chicago Manual of Style. In addition, the Publication Manual of the
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